
This policy has been largely adapted from the White Rose Maths Hub Calculation

Policy with further material added. It is a working document and will be revised

and amended as necessary.

The white rose calculation policy should be printed and used alongside this

document to further support and explain certain manipulatives and

representations that will help pupils access all areas of calculations.



objectives concrete pictorial abstract

E
Y
F
S

Know that a group of
things change in
quantity when
something is added.

Find the total number
of items in two groups
by counting all of
them.

Says the number that
is one more than a
given number.

Finds one more from a
group of up to five
objects.

In practical activities
and discussions,
beginning to use
vocabulary involved in
adding.

Using quantities and
objects, they add two
single digit numbers
and count on to find
the answer

Solve problems
including doubling.

Using fives frames and bar modeling that include
pictures and icons

within 5 or for doubles. Talking about numbers and adding is also
considered abstract learning at this age.



Vocabulary: add, more, plus, and, make, altogether, total, equal to, equals, double, most, count on,

number line, balancing, part, part, whole

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

1

Number
bonds
of 5, 6,
7, 8, 9
and 10

Counters, numicon and other
manipulatives should also be
utilised.

Number stories can also be
introduced.

Number
bonds
of 5, 6,
7, 8, 9
and 10

Tens frames should be used as
often as possible within 10 as this
will help when adding beyond 10.

First I have 8 apples,
Then I add 2 more,
Now I have 10 apples.

Use the tens frame diagrams to
show them as abstract.

Ask questions such as - what does
the 4 represent? What does the 3
represent? What does the 7
represent?

Counting

Children should not rely on counting
up in ones and should be encouraged
to use number bond knowledge if able

Include missing numbers for rapid
graspers and encourage children to
explain which numbers are missing
and why.

5 + 3 = 8

Re-grouping
to make 10
(number
bonds
within 20)

8 + 7 =

Knowledge of number bonds within 10
are essential at this stage.

8 + 2 = 10
10 + 5 = 15



Vocabulary: add, more, plus, and, make, altogether, total, equal to, equals, double, most, count on, number

line, sum, tens, units, partition, addition, column, tens boundary

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

2

Adding
beyond
10 -
number
bonds
within
20

7 + 5

Start with the larger number, partition
smaller number using number bonds
to 10 and bonds within 10 knowledge
(Y1)

Other number stories to be used to
represent a meaning to each part of the
equation.

Adding
3 - 1
digit
number
s

Focus on the most efficient order using
our number bond knowledge -
children should explore and
understand  the commutative law
before this

Combine two numbers that
make 10 then and the
remaining ones.

Adding
a 2 digit
number
and
ones

Children will hopefully make links
between this and adding beyond
(bridging) 10.



Y
e
a
r

2

Adding a
2 digit
number
and a
multiple
of 10

Use base 10, numicon and double
sided counters within a tens frame
before considering introducing PV
counters.

Missing number sentences should
always be considered, especially for
early graspers.

Adding 2
two digit
numbers

Add together first the ones and then the
10s. Again use base 10, numicon and tens
frames before considering PV counters -
early graspers may be given freedom to
explore PV counters as a stretch/challenge

Base 10 can be drawn into tables
using lines and dots.

The Bar Model (Singapore maths) will be
used to support problem solving moving

onto the generalisation that b+c=a.
Children will focus on using the abstract

representation with the pictorial to
support where necessary.



Vocabulary: addition add, more, and make, sum, total, altogether, double, near double, half, halve,

tens boundary, hundreds boundary

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

3

add and
subtract
numbers

with up to 3
digits, using

formal
written

methods of
columnar

addition and
subtraction

No regrouping
or exchange

Counters should always be used
after deins and numicon to allow for
a more visual representation of the
numbers. (early graspers may be
challenged to use PV counters
independently)

Calculation should always be shown
alongside the model to see
connections.

Manipulatives that they are
representing should be drawn into
a PV frame - squares, lines and
dots for deins.

Again, calculation should be shown
alongside the pictorial model.

H, T, O may be placed above digits to
help with place value.

Column
addition
with
regroupi
ng
(exchang
e)

Follow similar representations
and structures as with above
making sure children see,
visually, that 10 ones is the same
size as 1 ten using deins or
numicon before place value
counters are used.

Exchange 10 ones for 1 ten using
deins, numicon and place value
counters.



Vocabulary: addition add, more, and make, sum, total, altogether, double, near double, half, halve,

tens boundary, hundreds boundary, decimal, decimal point

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

4

Add numbers
with up to 4
digits using
columnar
method with
exchange

(as a teacher,
you may wish
to recap basic
addition facts
without
exchange
before hand
depending on
your class)

Continue to use deins as the first
manipulative to help with
visualisation.

As children move onto decimals
and money, PV counters may be
used to support learning

Calculations should be used
alongside manipulative model.

Children can draw a pictoral
representation of the columns
and place value counters to
further support their learning
and understanding. NB
Addition of money needs to
have £ and p added separately.

Continue with previous work,
exchanging hundreds as well
as tens.

Add
decimals
with 2
decimal
places,
including
money.

At this stage introduce place
value counters with decimals. If
children are struggling to
visualise or grasp this then use
deins where the hundreds
square represents a whole, the
tens represent tenths and the
ones represent hundreths.

2.37 + 81.79

Pictorially draw both addends and
then group 10 together to make
the exchange. Children can use
circles and arrows

As the children move on,
introduce decimals with the
same number of decimal
places and different. Money
can be used here.



Vocabulary: addition add, more, and make, sum, total, altogether, double, near double, half, halve,

tens boundary, hundreds boundary, decimal, decimal point

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

5

&

6

add numbers
with more
than 4 digits

Teachers should still introduce
concepts using concrete and
pictorial however if pupils are
able to work using the abstract
and reason verbally, CTs do not
need to insist on them showing
pictorially in books unless setting
it as a challenge.

See year 3 and then year 4 for
visual representations.

Continue to use deins as the first
manipulative to help with
visualisation. Before PV counters.

See year 3 and 4.

Children should have their
abstract supported by pictorial
and concrete if needed or as a
challenge using a range of
manipulatives/pictures.

When completing fluency based
practice, do not insist on quick
graspers having to work
pictorially if they are able to
calculate mentally.

add several
numbers of
increasing
complexity,
including
adding
money,
measure
and
decimals
with
different
numbers of
decimal
points.

Teachers should still introduce
concepts using concrete and
pictorial however if pupils are
able to work using the abstract
and reason verbally, CTs do not
need to insist on them showing
pictorially in books unless setting
it as a challenge.

See year 3 and 4.

Note year 2 skills should be
considered when adding 3 or
more numbers - rules for
commutativity and choosing the
most efficient digits to add and
not just adding in the order they
are written in.

See year 3 and 4

Note year 2 skills should be
considered when adding 3 or
more numbers - rules for
commutativity and choosing the
most efficient digits to add and
not just adding in the order they
are written in.

Zeros can be added as place
value holders for clarity.



Before jumping straight into subtraction all teachers should read this quick 5 minute blog from

whiterose to further understand subtraction and why certain pupils have misconceptions. WRblog

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

E
Y
F
S

Knows that
a group of
things
change in
quantity
when
something
is taken
away

Find one
less from a
group of
five objects

In practical
activities
and
discussion,
beginning
to use the
vocabulary
involved in
subtracting.

Using
quantities
and objects,
they
subtract
two single
digit
numbers
and count
back to find
the answer.

Use visual supports such as five
and ten frames, part part whole
and subtraction mats, with the
physical objects and resources that
can be manipulated - strongly
embed number sense within the
number 5 as a priority.

Reduction

A group of pictures for children to
cross out or cover quantities to
support subtraction - reduction.

Reduction and partitioning

Use visual supports such as five and
ten frames, part part whole and bar
model with pictures/icons. Again
secure knowledge within 5.

A focus on symbols
and numbers to form
a calculation.

5 - 3 = 2

No expectation for children to
record number sentences -
verbally speaking about
subtraction without having
manipulatives available is
considered abstract
knowledge at this eage.

https://whiterosemaths.com/latest-news/structures-of-subtraction-whats-the-difference/


Vocabulary: equal to, take, take-away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between, how many

more, how many fewer/less than, most, least count back, how many left, how much less is…

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

1

Subtract
one-digit
and
two-digit
numbers
to 20,
including
0. Taking
away ones

Reduction
Model

Use physical objects including counters within tens
frames. Any other manipulative where things can
be physically taken away such as cubes or deins
ones.

First, then and now structures - similar to addition -
should be used.

Crossing out of objects to show take
away/reduction.

Number stories can be introduced.

A number sentence below a pictorial or
concrete representation using correct symbols
and digits.

Questions should be asked about the digits to
confirm children’s understanding
e.g. What does the digit 3 represent in this
numbersentence?

Counting
back

Make the larger number and then move the
beads along the bead string counting back in
one or twos if able.

Physical objects such as counters can be used
by moving away as pupils count back

Note - pupils should be taught this method
but not over rely on counting up or down in
ones to calculate subtraction. They should be
encouraged to use their own knowledge of
number bonds within 10 to support
subtraction.

Count back on a number line
or track. Start at the bigger
number and count back the
smaller number showing the
jumps on the number line.

Put 13 in your head, count back
4. What number are you at?
(Use your fingers to help you)

Again, this is an initial strategy -
pupils should be encouraged to
use more efficient methods such
as the ones below later in the
year.

Represent
and use
number
bonds and
related
subtraction
facts within
20

Part-part
whole model

Use manipulatives such as numicon,
cubes and double sided counters
within part whole models.
Early graspers could be challenged
to use cuisenaire rods.

Use a pictorial representation of objects to
show the part-part whole model

If 7 is the whole and 3 is one of
the parts, what’s the other part?

Move to using numbers within
the part-whole model.



Y
e
a
r

1

Find the
difference

Bar model can begin to be introduced
pictorially for pupils to be able to find
the difference.

Count on to find the difference

Bar models using squares in books if
able.

Hannah has 12 sweets and
her sister has 5. How many
more does Hannah have than
her sister?

12 - 5 = 7

Again question what each
number stands for - what
does the 12 represent?

Make 10 14 - 9

Finding the difference - Taking 4 away to make 10

and then one more to get 9.

Reduction - when taking away 6, partition the
number into 4 (to make 10) and 2 more to make 8.

Showing this on a linear number
line encourages pupils to use this
technique as a faster strategy
reducing the need to count back
on their fingers in ones.

16 – 8 =
How many do we take off to
reach the next 10? How many
do we have left to take off?

14 - 4 = 10
10 - 2 = 8



Vocabulary: equal to, take, take-away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between, how many more, how many fewer/less

than, most, least count back, how many left, how much less is…difference, count on, strategy, partition, tens units

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

2

Subtract a
two-digit
number and
ones, a two
digit number
and tens, two
two-digit
numbers

Partitioning to
subtract
without
reGrouping:
‘Friendly
numbers’

Pupils will be very confident using tens frames from
year 1 and potentially less confident using deins at
first. CTs may want to introduce using partitioned
completed tens frames and ones.

24 - 11

Move onto using Deins within a place value grid.
Have the calculation modeled alongside.

Alway model using deins before place value
counters. Use PV initially to challenge early graspers
before introducing to whole class.

Draw out Deins using lines and dots.

PV grids could be printed and given
out to support partitioning and place
value to those who may require it.

Recording subtraction in columns
supports place value and prepares
for formal written methods with
larger numbers. Toward the end of
the year, children move to more
formal recording using partitioning
method:

e.g. 43-21=22

Make
ten
strategy

34 - 28

Use a bead bar or bead strings to model
counting to next ten and the rest.

Note - Children will have knowledge of
difference between numbers. Rather than
counting back 28 ones, children will know
that the gap between the numbers will
provide the answer.

Make 28 up to the next 10 and then add the
remaining ones.

Use a number line to count on
to next ten and then the rest.

For answers where there are
more than one 10 (93 - 66),
children will use addition
knowledge to total the ones
and then the tens.

93—76 = 17



Vocabulary: equal to, take, take-away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between, how many more, how many fewer/less

than, most, least count back, how many left, how much less is…difference, count on, strategy, partition, tens units

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

3

To subtract
numbers with
up to
three-digits,
using formal
written
methods of
columnar
subtraction
Column
subtraction
(without
exchanging)

At this stage use base 10 and numicon to model.
When pupils are secure or to challenge early
graspers, use PV counters.

CT and Pupils to use lines, dots and
squares to represent deins as pictures
with books.

PV grids could be printed to support
children’s partitioning.

Bar models and part-part-whole
should also be used by CT and
children to represent the question in a
different ways.

Children should begin with the
expanded form (with which they are
more familiar). Moving onto a more
formal way as below.

Column
Subtraction
(with
exchanging)

Begin with base 10 or Numicon - pupils need
to see that 10 ones are exactly the same size
as a ten (Deins).

Move to pv counters, modelling the exchange
of a ten into ten ones. Use the phrase ‘take
and make’ for exchange.
(This should be the first time pupils are
introduced to exchanging)

Start with the ones. Can I take away 8 ones
from 4 ones easily?

Note - the question above requires two
exchanges. Be very careful to build each
step slowly. Begin by using questions and
examples with only one exchange.

When confident, children should try
to find their own ways of recording
exchange or re-grouping.

Bar models and part-part-whole
should also be used by CT and
children to represent the question in a
different ways.

Expanded

Formal column



Vocabulary: equal to, take, take-away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between, how many more, how many fewer/less

than, most, least count back, how many left, how much less is…difference, count on, strategy, partition, tens units

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

4

Subtract
numbers with
up to 4 digits
using the
formal written
methods
appropriate of
columnar
subtraction
where
appropriate

Year 4
subtractractio
n with up to 4
digits

Model process of exchange using
Numicon, base ten and then move
to PV counters.

Use the phrase ‘take and make’ for
exchange - see Y3

Note: be mindful that Pupils may need
to be reintroduced to exchanging.
Consider small steps for pupil questions
- start with no exchange Qs, then 1
exchange, then multiple exchanges etc.

The calculation will be shown
alongside the model chosen to see
the connection Model Calculation

CT and Pupils to use lines, dots and
squares to represent deins as pictures
with books.

PV grids could be printed to support
children’s partitioning.

Bar models and part-part-whole
should also be used by CT and
children to represent the question in a
different ways.

This will lead to an understanding of
subtracting any number including
decimals.

Introduce
decimal
subtraction
through
context of
money

Children to be encouraged to use counters to
represent numbers and take counters away
to subtract.

When confident, children should try
to find their own ways of recording
exchange or re-grouping.

Formal column method skills will
translate to decimals. Be aware
of certain misconceptions such
as writing hundredths in tenths
column when there are no
tenths etc.

Writing place value headings
(ones, tenths, hundreths) above
digits will help pupils layout.



Vocabulary: equal to, take, take-away, less, minus, subtract, leaves, distance between, how many more, how many fewer/less

than, most, least count back, how many left, how much less is…difference, count on, strategy, partition, tens units

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

5

&

6

Subtract with
at least 4
digits,
including
money and
measures.

Subtract with
increasingly
large and more
complex
numbers and
decimal values
(up to 3
decimal place).

Model process of exchange using,
base ten (up to 4 digit numbers as
examples) and then move to PV
counters.

Use the phrase ‘take and make’ for
exchange - see Y3

Note: be mindful that Pupils may need
to be reintroduced to exchanging.
Consider small steps for pupil questions
- start with no exchange Qs, then 1
exchange, then multiple exchanges etc.

The calculation will be shown
alongside the model chosen to see
the connection Model Calculation

CT and Pupils to use lines, dots and
squares to represent deins as pictures
with books. PV counters could be
drawn.

PV grids could be printed to support
children’s partitioning.

Bar models and part-part-whole
should also be used by CT and
children to represent the question in a
different ways.



objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

E
Y
F
S

Solve
problems
including
doubling

Counting and other maths resources for
children to make 2 equal groups.

Double sided counters within tens
frame would also benefit their
development into Y1

Pictures and icons that encourage
children to see concept of doubling as
adding two equal groups.

Pictures within tens frame would also
benefit their development into Y1

No expectations for children to
record full number sentences.

Pupils reasoning with and  saying
sentences out loud is considered
abstract at this age.



Vocabulary: Groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

1

Doubling

Use practical activities including counters, numicon
and cubes to demonstrate doubling.
Note: counters could be placed within tens frame
to help pupils identify totals quicker in a more
efficient mathematical manner.

Cuisenaire could
be used with early graspers when setting
challenges.

Draw pictures to show how to double
numbers.

Bar models could be introduced for
both doubling and halving.

4 doubled is 8

Counting
in
multiples

Count in multiples supported by concrete
objects in equal groups.

Use number lines and pictures to continue
to support counting in multiples.

Note: Empty or blank number lines
can be used to promote
mathematical thinking and reduce
reliance on counting up/down in
ones.

Missing number sequences to be
used for early graspers.

Repeated
addition

Use different objects to add equal groups.

Counters cubes or dots can be used within a
bar model

Number stories and worded questions to
be introduced:
There are 3 plates. Each plate has 2 cookies
on it. How many cookies are there?

Draw pictures into circles/groups.

Write addition sentences to
describe objects and pictures.



Y
e
a
r

1

Understanding
arrays

Note: the answer/total of the arrays is not
important at this stage; understanding
what the array represents is the key -
what does this array show?

3 x 4
4 + 4 + 4

4 x 5
5 + 5 + 5 + 5



Vocabulary: Groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, multiplied by, repeated addition, sets of, equal groups, times as

big as, commutative.

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

2

Counting
in
multiples
of 2, 3, 4,
5, 10 from
0
(repeated
addition)

Teaching
the 2, 5
and 10
times
tables

Number lines, counting sticks and
bar models to be used to show
representations of counting in
multiples.

Numbers of drawings could be used
within the bars.
Blank.

Note: Empty or blank number lines
can be used to promote
mathematical thinking and reduce
reliance on counting up/down in
ones.

Children will be asked to use the ‘x’
symbol for the first time within
number sentences.

Multiplic
ation is
commuta
tive

Create arrays using counters and cubes as
well as numicon.

Pupils should understand that arrays can
represent different equations/number
sentences and, as multiplication is
commutative, the order of the multiplication
does not affect the answer.

4 lots of 3 require the same amount of cubes
as 3 lots of 4.

Use drawing along with different
representations of arrays to show
different calculations and explore
commutativity.

Show 4 lots of 3 and 3 lots of four on a
numberline.

Note: can pupils notice that 5 lots of
three ( 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3) can be
partitioned into 2 lots of three + 3
lots of 3? (3 + 3) + (3 + 3 + 3)
CT may want to spend a lesson digging
further into commutativity using

above facts



Y
e
a
r
2

Using the
Inverse

This should
be taught
alongside
division, so
pupils
learn how
they work
alongside
each other 3 x 6 = 18

6 x 3 = 18
18 divided by 3 = 6
18 divided by 6 = 3

Show all 8 related fact family
sentences.



Vocabulary: Groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, multiplied by, repeated addition, sets of, equal groups, times as

big as, commutative, product, multiples of, scale up

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

3

Teaching
the 3, 4
and 8
times
tables.

These times tables should be taught
explicitly being introduced using the CPA
approach so that pupils can visualise the
tables and are better equipped to problem
solve and reason with Times Tables.

Pupils given the opportunity to
record times tables in books as
jotting or pictures.

Children can be given creative
space to explore different ways
for showing off times tables.

Note: Empty or blank number
lines can be used to promote
mathematical thinking and
reduce reliance on counting
up/down in ones.

Bar models can be used to support
missing number questions -
numicon is also very visual for these
types of questions.



Y
e
a
r

3

Multiplying
two digit
number by
a one digit
number
Grid
method
progressin
g to the
formal
method.

Show the link with arrays first to introduce
the grid method.

Move on to using base 10 to move towards
a more compact method - How many tens?
How many ones?

Move on to place value counters to show
how we are finding groups of a number.

Add up each column, starting with the ones
making any exchanges needed.
Ask - Why is it important to add the ones
before the tens?

Children can represent their work
with PV counters in a way they
understand.

They can draw the counters using
colours to show different
amounts or just use the circles in
the different columns to show
their thinking as shown below.

Start by multiplying one digit
numbers in a mini grid. Then,
move to Tens and Ones x by
ones.

Children then add up their
results to find the answer.

30 + 24 = 54



Vocabulary: Groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, multiplied by, repeated addition, sets of, equal

groups, times as big as, commutative, product, multiples of, scale up, inverse, derive

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

4

Teaching
the 6, 7,
9, 11 and
12 times
tables

These times tables should be taught
explicitly being introduced using the
CPA approach so that pupils can
visualise the tables and are better
equipped to problem solve and reason
with Times Tables.

11 TT

See White Rose official calculation policy for
further patterns and ideas.

Pupils given the opportunity
to record times tables in books
as jotting or pictures.

Children can be given creative
space to explore different
ways for showing off times
tables.

Note: Empty or blank number
lines can be used to promote
mathematical thinking and
reduce reliance on counting
up/down in ones.

6, 12, 18, 24, 30
9, 18, 27, 36, 45
24, ___, ___, 60, 72

Bar models can be used to
support missing number
questions - numicon is also
very visual for these types of
questions.



Y
e
a
r

4

Multiply
two digit
and
three-digit
numbers
by a
one-digit
number
using
formal
written
layout Grid
method

Recap
from year
3 for 2
digits x 1
digit

Always use Deins fist to build up a more
visual image of the numbers.

Move on to place value counters to
show how we are finding groups of a
number.

We are multiplying by 4 so we need 4
rows.

Fill each row with 126.

Add up each column, starting with the
ones first, making any exchanges
needed. (Q - why should we start with
the ones first?)

Move onto the tens and make any
exchanges needed.

Then you have your answer.

Note: In order to achieve our school
focus and build maths knowledge using
small steps, Teachers should take care
to choose numbers first without
exchange, then with one exchange
(ones), then one exchange (tens) then
two exchanges (tens and ones). These
may all be taught as different lessons
depending on the class’ progress.

Children can represent their work
with PV counters in a way they
understand.

They can draw the counters using
colours to show different
amounts or just use the circles in
the different columns to show
their thinking as shown below.

Moving on to using up to 4 PV
columns when ready.



Y
e
a
r

4

Column
multiplicati
on

Children continue to be supported by
Deins and place value counters. Start
initially with no exchange/regrouping
before moving onto one exchange and
then multiple exchanges.

It is important that the class all start
with the lowest value column first -
ones at this stage. You could spend part
of a lesson asking groups to experiment
with starting with tens or hundreds first
to understand why this is so important.

The grid could be shown
how this relates to formal
written method. (on the
right)

Bar modeling and number
lines can be used to
support problem solving
with the written method.

This will then lead to the
compact method.



Vocabulary: Groups of, lots of, times, array, altogether, multiply, multiplied by, repeated addition, sets of, equal groups, times as

big as, commutative, product, multiples of, scale up, inverse, derive, factor pairs, composite numbers, prime number, factors,

squared, cubed

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
e
a
r

5

Multiply
numbers
up to
4-digits by
a one-digit
number
using the
format
written
method,
including
long
multiplicati
on for
2-digit
numbers

Children continue to be supported by
Deins and place value counters. Start
initially with no exchange/regrouping
before moving onto one exchange and
then multiple exchanges.

Children can represent their work
with PV counters in a way they
understand.

They can draw the counters using
colours to show different
amounts or just use the circles in
the different columns to show
their thinking as shown below.

Bar modeling and number
lines can be used to
support problem solving
with the written method.

This should be linked to step
below.

Then shown as abstract.



Y
e
a
r

5

Column
multiplicati
on (long
multiplicati
on)

Multiplying
2 and 3
digit
numbers
by 2 digit
numbers

Teachers should take care to select
numbers thoughtfully before sharing
with children.
Select numbers which require no
exchange before one and two
exchanges.

Teachers may choose to use the area
model, using Deins, however this can be
avoided at the teachers discretion
based on whether or not this will
benefit their class.

31 x 22

32 x 234

Use grid and jotting or digits
when showing as pictorial.

If children are struggling with
times tables, multiplication grids
can be given so as the pupils sole
focus is on the compact grid
method.

Show 24 multiplied by the 6
on the first row (always start
with one/lowest value
column).

Show 24 multiplied by the
ten on the second row.
Explain the importance of the
place value holder when
multiplying by a multiple of
10.

Total both products at the
end to get your answer.

Y
e
a
r

6

Multiply
decimal up
to 2
decimal
place by a
single digit

Building on pupils previous knowledge
of Place Value and exchanging 10.
Using the same lay out when
multiplying using PV counders or Deins
where the hundred piece represents
one whole, the tens piece represents a
tenth and the ones piece represents
one hundredth.

0.45 x 3

Make exchanges if and when required.

Remember to gradually build up to
multiple exchanges when selecting
questions and examples.

Children can explore using their
own jottings and pictures.

Empty place value grids could be
supplied to children if needed.

Remind children that the single
digits column belongs in the
ones. Line up the decimal points
within the question and the
answer.



objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

E
Y
F
S

Solve
problems
including
halving and
sharing.

• Halving a
whole,
halving a
quantity of
objects.

• Sharing a
quantity of
objects.

CTs to use the language whole and half.
“This is the whole, this is half of the
whole”

10 is the whole, 5 is half of the whole

Objects and counters to help explore
sharing between 3 or more.

Pictures and icons that encourage
children to see the concept of halving
in relation to subitising, addition and
subtraction knowledge. i.e. Knowing 4
is made of 2 groups of 2, so half of 4 is
2.

No expectations to complete
any written number
sentences.

Pupils reasoning with and
saying sentences out loud is
considered abstract at this
age.

Praise should be given for
their use of subitising
knowing an even number is
made up of 2 halves.



Key vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, groups of, lots of, array

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
1

Division as
sharing
(sharing
objects into
groups)

Always start with more familiar or easier
numbers that can be divided equally into 2
groups.  E.g. 6 into 2 groups of 3

6 is the whole, it can be
shared into 2 groups of ___

Then remain with simple numbers divided
into 3s or 4s. E.g.   9 into 3 groups of 3.

9 is the whole, it can be shared
into 3 groups of ___

Early graspers could be given numbers that
cannot be divided equally. And asked why
can’t they be shared equally?

Non standard and missing
numbers to be use initially to
challenge early graspers and
then used within daily
questions for all.

__ = 9 divided by 3

9 divided by ___ = 3



Key vocabulary: Whole, parts, share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, groups of,

lots of, array, divide, divided by, divided into, division, grouping, number line, left, left over

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
2

Division as
grouping

Instead of using PV counters like the
example below, use Deins pieces and
reserve th PV counters for the early
graspers.

Speak about the whole that is
divided/shared into __ equal parts. This will
really help with fractions throughout their
school lives.

__ (the whole) is divided into
___ equal parts.

Use a number line to show jumps in
groups. The number of jumps equals
the number of groups.

There are ___ equal
jumps/groups of three in
12.

Think of the bar as a whole. It is split
into a number of groups you are
dividing by. It works out how many
would be within each group.

20 is the whole, it is divided
into 5 equal groups of ___.

Non standard and missing
numbers to be use initially to
challenge early graspers and
then used within daily
questions for all.

__ = 28 divided by 7

28 divided by ___ = 7



Key vocabulary: Whole, parts, share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, groups of,

lots of, array, divide, divided by, divided into, division, partition, grouping, number line, left,

left over

objectiv
e

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
3

Division as
grouping

Instead of using PV counters like the
example below, use Deins pieces and reserve
th PV counters for the early graspers.

Speak about the whole that is
divided/shared into __ equal parts. This will
really help with fractions throughout their
school lives.

__ (the whole) is divided into ___
equal parts.

Use a number line to show jumps in
groups. The number of jumps equals
the number of groups.

There are ___ equal
jumps/groups of three in
12.

Think of the bar as a whole. It is split
into a number of groups you are
dividing by. It works out how many
would be within each group.

20 is the whole, it is divided
into 5 equal groups of ___.

Non standard and missing
numbers to be use initially to
challenge early graspers and
then used within daily
questions for all.

__ = 28 divided by 7

28 divided by ___ = 7

Division
with arrays

Early graspers might tell you that 15 is made up of (2
groups of 3) + (3 groups of three).
Or
(1 group of 3) + (4 groups of 3) = 5 groups of three.

Again challenge the early graspers to go
deeper into the question.

2 + 3 = 5
So (2 groups of 3) + (3 groups of 3)¸= 5
groups of three.

LInking division and
multiplication using inverse.

Challenge using missing
numbers or = at the beginning.



Y
3

28 = __ X 7

Divide 2 -
digit
numbers
by a 1 -
digit
number by
partitioni
ng into
tens and
ones using
a pv grid

Encourage mentally calculating
these questions that do not
involve exchange.

Rather than showing off the
part whole can pupils just write
the number sentences

66 divided by 3 - 22

Divide
numbers
that
involve
exchanging
between
the tens
and ones.
The
answers do
not have
remainde
rs.

Again, introduce this idea using Deins first to
build a more visual representation of the
number.

E.g. for the question above what digit
less than the 4 (40) is a multiple of 3?
How many tens left over?
Take 1 ten and make 10 ones.

Division
with a
remainder

Use PV counters and a grid like this to
see how many are left over when
dividing 94 by 4.

29 is the dividend
8 is the divisor
The answer is the quotient.

Early graspers should be able to
use these key words when
explaining and reasoning.



Key vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, groups of, lots of, array, divide, divided by, divided into,

division, grouping, number line, left, left over, product, division facts, inverse, derive, whole, part, partition

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
4

Divide up to
3 digit
numbers by
1 digit.
Short
Division

You may want to revisit year three learning
for a lesson prior to introducing short
division.

CT may choose to go straight into short
division if the class are able to answer year
3 division questions during daily 5. Encourage them towards counting

in multiples to divide more
efficiently.

If dividing 17 by 4

4, 8, 12, 16

And 1 remainder.

Class should be confident with
dividing with no remainders before
moving on to remainders.

48 divided by 4

I can make 1 group of 4 tens
I can make 2 groups of 4 ones.

I can make no groups of 8 hundreds.

Writing the PV of O, T and H above
your digits may help support this.



Key vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, groups of, lots of, array, divide, divided by, divided into,

division, grouping, number line, left, left over, product, division facts, inverse, derive, whole, part, partition

objective Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Y
5

Divide at
least 4 digit
numbers by 1
digit.
Interpret
remainders
appropriately
for the
context

Short
Division

You may want to revisit year three learning
for a lesson prior to introducing short
division.

CT may choose to go straight into short
division if the class are able to answer year
3 division questions during daily 5. Encourage them towards counting

in multiples to divide more
efficiently.

If dividing 17 by 4

4, 8, 12, 16

And 1 remainder.

Class should be confident with
dividing with no remainders before
moving on to remainders.

48 divided by 4

I can make 1 group of 4 tens
I can make 2 groups of 4 ones.

I can make no groups of 8 hundreds.

Writing the PV of O, T and H above
your digits may help support this.



Key vocabulary: share, share equally, one each, two each…, group, groups of, lots of, array, divide, divided by, divided into,

division, grouping, number line, left, left over, product, division facts, inverse, derive, whole, part, partition

objective Abstract

Y
6

Divide at least
4 digit
numbers by 1
digit. Interpret
remainders
appropriately
for the context

Short Division

Step 2 - remainder in the tens



Y
6

Step 3 – a remainder in any of the place values


